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Abstract: Research into entrepreneurship has gradually changed its perspective over recent decades,
becoming a very relevant research topic. In the last few years, various lines of research have been
developed to find new explanatory factors of entrepreneurial propensity in specific socioeconomic
and institutional contexts, among which we can highlight local territorial agglomerations. The main
objective of the study is to offer new knowledge about the factors that influence the entrepreneurial
capacity of food and beverage clusters using different secondary sources. To reach this objective,
we analyze how the degree of agglomeration, institutional thickness, and knowledge affects new
companies created in the last five years within the 37 food and beverage clusters in Spain. Multiple
regression results show that company agglomeration and the presence of supporting institutions
positively influence entrepreneurial capacity in these clusters. However, available knowledge has a
negative influence on entrepreneurial capacity in these specialized environments.
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1. Introduction

This work links some of the most important aspects in business management and regional science,
such as entrepreneurship, institutions, and knowledge developed in highly specialized productive
contexts such as industrial districts or clusters. Throughout history, entrepreneurship has played
an essential role in economic development at different levels (national, regional, and local), both in
advanced and developing economies [1]. This is essentially because companies are a source of wealth,
employment, resources, and innovation [2,3]. Regarding the above, we can highlight the importance
of the determinants of the differences between regions in terms of new firm formation rates [4].
Apart from entrepreneurs, institutions are essential for the generation of environments conducive to
entrepreneurship [5], while knowledge is an essential factor and the most important strategic resource
that companies have [6–8].

Recently, the relationship between entrepreneurship and economic growth has acquired particular
relevance in both the academic and policy scene [9]. The growth of economic output implies an
increase in regional demand and a rise in the general level of entrepreneurial opportunities. Thus,
the level of regional economic development is often argued to have a large influence on the rate of
entrepreneurship [10,11].

According to [12], the classical definitions of entrepreneurship can be broadly categorized into
the behavioral view and the occupational view. The behavioral view stresses the innovative and
risk-taking spirit of entrepreneurs. According to this view, entrepreneurial behavior usually entails
the creation of new organizations [13]. The occupational view defines an entrepreneur as someone
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who works for his/her own account and risk [14], distinguishing between wage employment and
self-employment. In this paper, the concept “entrepreneurship” refers to new firm formation.

Different factors have been used to explain the rate of new firm formation in regions [4,15,16].
We focus on agglomeration economies to explain differences in cluster entrepreneurship. According
to [12], recent theoretical development conceptualizes entrepreneurship as a critical element in the
genesis and development of industrial clusters.

Entrepreneurship is commonly held to be enhanced in regions with strong clusters [17]. However,
the relationship between clusters and entrepreneurship has a double perspective in the existing
literature. On the one hand, there is the view of entrepreneurship as a consequence of industrial
concentration [18–20], on the other hand, as a cause of cluster formation [12].

From the consequence point of view, new entrepreneurial firms are attracted to clusters by the
pool of skilled and specially trained personnel; access to risk capital; favorable demand conditions;
reduced transaction costs; and motivational factors, such as prestige and priorities [21–23]. Authors
such as Marshall and Porter conceived entrepreneurship and industrial clustering as tightly interwoven
dynamic processes. Porter holds that “The formation of new businesses within a cluster is part of a
positive feedback loop”, and sees the cluster in the role of an incubator of entrepreneurship. From the
cause point of view, authors such as [24] conclude that “entrepreneurs spark cluster formation and
regional competitive advantage”. Thus, agglomerative economies that benefit entrepreneurship are
also identified as drivers of cluster development.

Despite this background, little research has been done on the effect of localization economies on
entrepreneurship. The current empirical literature on industrial clusters mainly focuses on externalities
that improve productivity, international competitiveness, and innovation [25], but the effects of
externalities generated by clusters on new firm creation are largely unexplored. Notwithstanding
the efforts undertaken by researchers to explain the relation between clusters and new firm
formation [24,26,27], there is no systematic examination of their internal mechanisms, or any empirical
evidence. The analysis of the factors that determine variations in the formation of companies in clusters
is therefore critical to understand the entrepreneurship differences in these business environments,
as well as a more general understanding of the determinants of entrepreneurship.

In order to contribute to this line of research, this work has two main objectives: (1) to offer new
knowledge about the factors that influence the entrepreneurial capacity of the food and beverage
clusters, and (2) to analyze the differences in the entrepreneurial capacity of these clusters in Spain. This
study is the first to test the differences in the levels of entrepreneurship of food and beverage clusters
in Spain. As such, it contributes to the empirical literature on the role of agglomeration, institutions,
and knowledge of on entrepreneurship in clusters. We have focused on the food and beverage industry
because it is the largest industrial sector in Spain in terms of turnover (113,593 million euros), gross value
added (2.5% of GDP), gross domestic product (15.5% of GDP), and job creation (around 18% of the
total of the Spanish manufacturing sector) [28]; besides, it is traditionally characterized by companies
in clusters. Moreover, according to the systematic literature review on agglomeration, clusters,
and industrial districts performed by [29], the food industry has traditionally hardly been analyzed
under any of these theoretical frameworks. In fact, according to some authors [30], it is necessary to
analyze the effect of agglomeration not only in sectors related to high technologies, but in the traditional
ones. However, the results offered by [29] indicate that in recent years (from 1998 to 2015) scientific
production in this area has experienced an increase of 94.8%, which is not surprising, given that it is
an industry that has traditionally developed around clusters and industrial districts due to its strong
territorial roots. For example, in the case of Spain and the food and beverage industry, some clusters
own certificates of designation of origin, which act as quality assurance and play a key role as a
differentiating factor. Those companies located within a cluster that implements the established
production and processing standards are able to use them. In addition, it is necessary to analyze the
agglomeration of firms belonging to different industries, even among traditional industries. In fact, [31]
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determined that in the food industry agglomeration has greater effects on firms’ performance than
other traditional industries, such as mining or textile.

The work is structured as follows. After this brief introduction, the second section offers a review
of the literature on the factors that influence entrepreneurship in industrial clusters and presents the
hypotheses of the paper. The third section covers the methodology carried out in the empirical analysis,
specifying the sample, the measurement of variables, and the analysis technique used. In Section 4,
the main results of the work are presented, both descriptive and those derived from the multiple
regression model. Finally, in Section 5 the main conclusions are presented, as well as limitations and
future lines of research.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Agglomeration and Entrepreneurship in Clusters

Entrepreneurship is often considered as a human feature, a result of an individual’s capability
to recognize and exploit opportunities for profitable production of goods or services [32]. However,
the regional socioeconomic environment plays a key role as a driver of entrepreneurial activity [33],
and it is fundamentally a regional phenomenon [34,35]. Over the years, academics in the field of
regional economics have carried out different studies in order to analyze the role of agglomeration
economies in the regional rates of new firm formation [36,37]. In fact, a wide range of current studies
suggest that localization economies have positive effects on entrepreneurship [27,36,38–40]. However,
there are few empirical studies that consider this in the particular context of the cluster or industrial
district [41].

In our opinion, we can distinguish three processes by which clusters can positively influence the
creation of new companies:

2.1.1. Clusters Favor the Detection of New Business Opportunities

The dynamic nature and turbulence of today’s competitive environments results in a continuous
flow of new challenges and opportunities. This situation can be taken advantage of by entrepreneurs
who have the vision and the appropriate knowledge of the socio-economic context by identifying and
exploiting the potential opportunities of the environment [42]. Furthermore, localization economies
could favor the degree of specialization of the regional labor market and suppliers, which is defined
as the “thickening effect” [40,43]. Within a cluster, the agglomeration of competencies, technologies,
and actors, as well as the existence of local social networks, foster the generation and seizure of
opportunities by both established and new companies [44]. Several empirical studies in this area
confirm the existence of differences in regional entrepreneurship rates, which could be due to the
existence of dissimilar types and the amounts of regional opportunities for new firm formation [4].

The competitive-cooperative environment is a characteristic element of clusters which facilitates
the detection and exploitation of business opportunities and, therefore, fosters entrepreneurship and
specialization in terms of techniques, processes, and knowledge, both of the main industry and of
a whole series of complementary and auxiliary activities [26,45]. In this way, the emergence and
development of relational networks within clusters is encouraged and the climate of competition and
cooperation generated stimulates the competitiveness and efficiency of the participating companies [46].

Accordingly, opportunities can be created and seized by the cluster´s actors on the basis of the
existing ways of doing things [47]. Entrepreneurs, as long as they take part in the cluster, are able to
take advantage of these opportunities. The spillover theory of entrepreneurship developed in the
past couple of decades has drawn a lot of attention from academics as an explanation of how regional
knowledge is able to influence the level of regional entrepreneurship [48]. Building on this theory,
the investment of resources in new knowledge creation generated endogenously by companies favors
technological progress and the dissemination of knowledge, while making it easier for entrepreneurs to
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identify and exploit new opportunities [49,50]. In addition, the use by entrepreneurs of under-exploited
knowledge generated by third parties allows them to generate new economic opportunities [51].

The specialization of a cluster derives from the segmentation of the productive process, exerting
upward pressure on the competitiveness of companies [52]. As a result, smaller firms may in many cases
choose to specialize in one phase of the value chain, which allows them to survive and, in most cases,
achieve success. To this end, they rely on a number of reliable and geographically close specialized
supply companies (almost as a laboratory tool) in addition to a whole range of support agencies and
institutions, which fosters a dynamic of continuous experimentation and encourages the development
of technological innovations [53]. According to Reference [54], new entrepreneurial projects face
less risk of failure in regions with a higher degree of productive specialization. The existence of
linked specialized firms related to a main industry and other specialized factors in the context of
a cluster generate the appropriate conditions for entrepreneurship, such as knowledge spillovers
and complementarities regarding capacities, technologies, customer needs, and marketing, among
others [55]. Knowledge spillovers are defined by [51] as “the external benefits from the creation of
knowledge that accrue to parties other than the creator, occur at multiple levels of analysis, be it within
or across organizations and networks”.

According to Reference [56], productive specialization is one of the main externalities generated in
the context of an industrial cluster. References [57] and [58] analyzed some Italian clusters related to the
food and beverage industry and found that firms belonging to the clusters show a greater efficiency in
technical and productive issues than those geographically dispersed, and an enhanced product quality.
The fact that technology facilitates the division of the productive process into different phases allows
the logic of the cluster to reveal the way in which companies specialize in one or several stages of the
process, developing a specialized knowledge in the phase of the process undertaken [59]. Furthermore,
companies have access to specialized suppliers and distributors located geographically close, as well as
higher demand [60]. Consequently, the division of production into stages, each carried out by different
companies, usually leads to a gradual increase in the levels of professionalism and specialization
as a result of the continuous development of new, more efficient and effective techniques, which
supposes an opportunity for new incoming companies when there is increased demand [61]. Thus,
the productive specialization of clusters allows for increased opportunities for learning, innovation,
and entrepreneurship [62].

2.1.2. Clusters Facilitate Access to Specialized Knowledge

From a geographical perspective, clusters generate more specialized knowledge in their main
industries than in other non-specialized areas, particularly tacit knowledge [63], and it is efficiently
spread locally [64]. Furthermore, the mobility of human capital between firms fosters knowledge sharing
within the cluster [65]. From this angle, we could consider industrial clusters as local specialized
knowledge pools [66] from which entrepreneurs can learn and profit. In addition, geographical
proximity favors the transfer of knowledge, particularly tacit, inasmuch as it increases the chance of
direct contact [67,68].

According to Reference [37], when they locate their activities in a cluster, nascent entrepreneurs
often have rich experience in existing local firms, which constitutes important prior knowledge to
help explore new market opportunities. Clusters are industrial agglomerations whose members
are embedded in networks, which are composed of formal and informal relationships and are a
key element for regional entrepreneurship [23,27]. The interaction and exchange of tacit knowledge
by specialists fosters knowledge spillovers [69]. In the same vein, geographical proximity allows
continuous interaction among individuals specialized in a specific activity of the production process,
which favors mutual learning as occurs, for instance, between local wine producers belonging to the
Colline Novaresi wine cluster [70]. Thus, clustered firms related to a main industry are more innovative,
and new knowledge is disseminated rapidly through the effects of proximity, specialized human
resources, and cooperation between various actors [21,71]. Accordingly, nascent entrepreneurs have
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access to resources and knowledge easier and faster than in an isolated environment [37]. Furthermore,
the special resource endowment of clusters lowers entry-exit barriers to entrepreneurs, reduces their
risk, facilitates the transmission of codified or tacit knowledge, and fosters innovation [12].

The geographical and cognitive proximity found in a cluster positively influences the degree of
interaction, cooperation, and trust between its specialized members, as well as the establishment of
social networks and knowledge spillovers [72–74]. Furthermore, it could reduce the costs of creating
and maintaining an adequate amount and intensity of social interactions [75]. The agglomeration of
firms favors knowledge spillovers [76,77]. With regard to this, [78] developed the concept of “Buzz”,
which they defined as “the information and communication ecology created by face-to-face contacts,
co-presence and co-location of people and firms within the same industry and place or region”. These
authors determined that agents in a cluster are able to participate in its “buzz” without investing a
considerable amount of resources, although the sort of buzz they receive depends on their behavior,
network of ties, and interaction records.

As entities made up of several agents in a main industry, clusters have a dynamic nature, and their
development relies on who their members are, how many they are, how they behave internally
and externally, and on other features related to knowledge and networks [79,80]. In the context
of a cluster, mutual trust and engagement are developed by cooperation, whereby agents share
experiences and try to solve the same types of problems related to the main industry and certain kinds
of technologies [78]. They also usually share some characteristics such as language, relationships,
knowledge about the members of the cluster, and attitudes, among others [81]. These characteristics
form a unique environment, within which the members of the cluster have access to specialized local
knowledge, the local learning processes fostered by the existence of social networks, and high levels of
interaction and cooperation [82].

2.1.3. Clusters Attract Companies from Other Locations

From an international perspective, in recent years the literature has highlighted the importance
of agglomerations and especially the role played by industrial districts or clusters in attracting
international companies [83]. Networks of companies with related activities sway the location decision
of multinational companies, both between different countries and within them [84–87]. This emerging
approach poses a new challenge to industrial districts and clusters—that of attracting new companies
that provide these environments with greater competitiveness at the international level, favored,
in part, by the incorporation of new knowledge and skills from abroad. The benefits package derived
from the economies of agglomeration becomes greater with the increase in companies related to a
main industry located geographically close [88], and normally means better access to specialized
inputs, human capital, and knowledge [89]. These advantages allow clustered firms to improve their
performance [90].

Most entrepreneurs locate their new businesses in their home region due to the fact that,
among other reasons, business opportunities are local rather than universal [91]. Thus, we could say
that proximity increases the chances of finding entrepreneurial opportunities. In addition, knowledge
spillovers and other types of agglomeration economies related to a main industry influence the location
decisions of multinational firms with similar activities that are looking for knowledge creation [92].
Entrepreneurs that locate their activities in a cluster can more easily assemble the specialized material
and intangible resources necessary for the exercise of their business activity, and detect and profit from
existing or new opportunities. Furthermore, a local environment provides multinational subsidiaries
a major source of knowledge to carry out their innovation processes, fosters their capacity for new
knowledge creation, and generates other specific advantages [93,94]. Some of the advantages identified
by [95,96] related to the agglomeration of firms belonging to the food industry are access to specialized
assets and services and joint efforts in various activities, such as R&D and advertisement. According to
Reference [97], the agglomeration of similar firms fosters innovation amidst foreign enterprises.
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Tacit knowledge is embedded in firms, in their routines, human capital, and communication
patterns, among others, and explains why it is an aggregation procedure [98]. Innovation, due to
its strong connection with tacit knowledge, could be considered a local process [69,99]. Accordingly,
firms with greater knowledge stocks obtain higher benefits from agglomeration [88]. Thus, foreign
companies are able to benefit from positive externalities and spillovers derived from their location in
an agglomeration composed of local firms embedded in networks and related to a main industry [100].

According to Reference [101], clusters are formed by a set of inter-organizational networks in
which members are related and interact with each other. Within clusters, the existence of social ties
and a large degree of interaction favor knowledge exchange, inter-organizational learning, and a
reduction in transaction costs and foster network building and flexible specialization [102,103].
The interaction carried out within these networks favors the generation of trust, which is necessary for
the efficient development of activity by the different companies in the productive system. Likewise,
it positively influences the coordination of activities, the compatibility of the technologies used
by companies, and their development and continuous adaptation, thus establishing the bases of
agreements and long-term relations, attracting geographically dispersed companies and promoting
entrepreneurship [104]. Furthermore, location is usually a fundamental aspect in the food and beverage
industry because of the local natural resources, such as the case of the fruit and vegetable industries of
the region of Romagna and Salermo [57], California and its wine industry [105], or Modena and its
pork industry [106]. Thus, positive externalities developed within a cluster could make it desirable for
other firms, especially multinational corporations, to locate their subsidiaries there. According to this,
clusters are able to receive foreign direct investment and increase the flow of knowledge spillovers
from and to large multinational corporations [93,107].

Consequently, we could think that the greater specialization and internal division of work in the
district favors the emergence of new opportunities for entrepreneurship. Moreover, these opportunities
are more likely to arise among people who directly or indirectly have a relationship with the activity
carried out in the district itself. Thus, the following hypothesis is put forward:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Agglomeration is positively related to entrepreneurship in food and beverage clusters.

2.2. Institutional Thickness and Entrepreneurship in Clusters

Research on entrepreneurship has gradually changed its perspective in recent decades, moving
from being based essentially on the psychological characteristics of the entrepreneur to taking into
account other relevant elements of the socio-economic and institutional context [108–110]. Thus,
especially in recent years, the characteristics of the environment have acquired great importance in
explaining the differences in the entrepreneurial propensity of country, region, and/or local territorial
agglomerations [26,56,111–113].

The comparative advantage between geographical locations and foreign investors’ choices are
influenced by the institutional context, as it affects the type of resources and capabilities that foreign
enterprises need to obtain and improves their legitimacy and curbs transaction costs [114,115]. Thus,
to invest, foreign firms must choose, besides the country, the specific location within it [116]. According
to this, within clusters institutions moderate the connection between the geographical agglomeration
of firms related to a main industry and the economic results of foreign enterprises [100].

The institutional context, especially that of an informal nature, plays an essential role as a driver of
entrepreneurship [5,117] and can have a significant influence on the achievement of the development
objectives established by companies, especially in newly created ones [118], as well as on the capacity of
entrepreneurs to perceive opportunities, their attitude towards risk, and strategic decision-making [119].
Therefore, the analysis of the institutional context allows for an understanding of the fundamental
factors affecting business creation.

Several studies suggest that institutional thickness fosters regional socioeconomic
development [120–122]. The concept of “institutional thickness” alludes to a well-connected and
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integrated network formed by different organizations and institutions that support the surrounding
firms, local or regional [123], and it is important not only to have such institutions but also to have
the synergies of interaction, collective representation, and a common purpose among the actors
involved [121]. These institutions participate in the generation and dissemination of information
and knowledge and promote the development of cooperation projects [124]. According to this,
local development policies have been focused on the development of synergies among regional
agents [114].

Thus, in some regions, the interaction and interrelationship between universities, scientific
laboratories, technological institutes, and chambers of commerce, among others, and the productive
fabric has been stimulated, with the aim of improving the innovation, marketing, management,
and training processes in companies [125]. In the context of the cluster, the basic function of these
institutions (local and regional) is to offer support to companies in the local industry in very diverse
aspects such as specialized training, information, technical issues, and research [126]. Therefore,
the institutions cover important functions related to cooperation, advice, training, and mediation
between different companies and between companies and other bodies, both within and outside the
cluster. They also act as monitors of the strategic process, which fosters the development of a common
strategy and the improvement of the joint operation of the group of firms belonging to the cluster [127].

Accordingly, institutions are an important component of the networks that make up the
social capital of the cluster [127], since they foster trust, favor cohesion between agents, stimulate
entrepreneurship, and facilitate the incorporation of companies in the district [123]. In this line of
argument, Reference [37] state that links between related firms, institutions, and other agents could
play a key role as determinants of entrepreneurship. We regard the food and beverage industry
generally builds its prestige on local factors, specialized institutional regional frameworks and sources
of know-how, which are difficult to replicate in other territories [57]. However, the characteristics
of the institutional structure can influence the generation of different patterns of entrepreneurship,
in particular business environments [108]. Therefore, we believe that the degree of development of
the institutional environment surrounding the cluster will determine the opportunities or limitations
for entrepreneurship. Thus, clusters characterized by a high institutional thickness will be more
favorable for entrepreneurship, while those with a low institutional thickness will be less prone to
entrepreneurship. Based on the above, the following hypothesis is put forward:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Institutional thickness is positively related to entrepreneurship in food and beverage clusters.

2.3. Knowledge and Entrepreneurship in Clusters

A theoretical development in economics sheds new light on knowledge as a driving force for
economic growth [128–131]. In the field of business, knowledge has acquired fundamental relevance
for companies, representing one of their main sources of competitive advantage [45]. When speaking
of knowledge, we can distinguish an ontological dimension, which refers to the area in which it is
generated (individual, group, organizational, and/or inter-organizational) and an epistemological
dimension, which refers to its explicit or tacit nature [132].

Knowledge and innovation intensity as explanatory factors of entrepreneurship have experienced
an increase in relevance in recent years and have been tested by several studies within the framework
of the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship and its regional dimension [15,133]. This theory
emphasizes the role of R&D activities carried out by firms and research organizations on regional
knowledge spillovers, which could favor the existence of entrepreneurial opportunities. Thus, regions
with a large amount of knowledge spillovers might have higher rates of entrepreneurship.

The knowledge spillover model of entrepreneurship considers entrepreneurship as a process of
identifying business opportunities by tapping into unutilized knowledge by incumbent firms [49].
In this sense, a noticeable recent development in the entrepreneurship literature is a heightened interest
in the role of knowledge in the new firm formation process.
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An interesting aspect of the nature of knowledge is the importance of its spatial dimension.
Each territory has certain socio-economic characteristics, resulting in the existence of knowledge
environments specific to each geographical area, some of which represent a relative advantage for
companies located in the territory [134]. A large number of studies have found that knowledge
spillovers are often geographically localized [135–138]. This means that entrepreneurship is likely to
be, by nature, a local phenomenon. Accordingly, the rate of firm birth can hinge upon the distribution
and nature of local knowledge [133,139].

In this sense, geographical proximity encourages the creation of links between the different
agents located in a cluster [140], because it generates the opportunity to establish close interactions
and thus favors the generation of inter-agent trust [69] and, consequently, the effectiveness of local
learning [141]. These characteristics could foster the generation and development of collective learning
environments. According to Reference [142], the local knowledge base and the dissemination of
knowledge in the context of a cluster are potential sources of opportunities for the generation of
innovations and entrepreneurship.

In general terms, companies can acquire knowledge from both internal and external sources [143].
Internal sources refer to the actions that the company itself takes to improve its knowledge base. As for
external sources, a distinction can be made between knowledge from other companies in the industry
(direct competitors or not) and codified knowledge. Furthermore, training represents an important
part of the latter source of knowledge. However, many enterprises, especially small ones, given their
limited investment in R&D, are not able to internally generate all the knowledge necessary to achieve
high competitiveness rates.

More than three decades ago, several authors showed evidence for a positive effect of the degree
of specialization of workers on the generation of positive externalities and economic growth [140,144].
A good example of this could be the firms belonging to the clusters of ham industry located in
the “Emilia-Romagna” area, which workers have proved to be clearly more productive than those
belonging to other geographically dispersed companies [57] In addition, inasmuch as it encompasses
a full set of knowledge and skills, which are necessary to detect and tap into new opportunities,
human capital plays an essential role in entrepreneurship [9]. According to Reference [145], there is a
shortage of employee talent in the food industry in Spain, affecting 46% of companies. However, aware
of the importance of employee qualifications for business success, companies have increased their
demand for qualified personnel, especially in the technical and research categories, which account
for around 14.4% of the total. In this regard, this research work focuses on the knowledge acquired
through specialized training in a region, as it is considered a determining factor for the performance of
entrepreneurs, especially in the detection and exploitation of new business opportunities.

Accordingly, the presence of a set of different kinds of educational and research institutions
directly affects the existence of specialized human capital in the main industry of the cluster, as well
as the building and dissemination of knowledge, both directly and indirectly [146]. Universities
and professional training centers generate a great part of these positive externalities [147,148].
Thus, although these types of institutions are external to companies, they belong to the cluster’s
inter-organizational sphere. Their activities are particularly relevant to the generation and dissemination
of explicit knowledge.

Vocational training centers carry out an essential training task when it comes to providing
companies with qualified professionals in sufficient quantity and quality by teaching the appropriate
subjects according to the type of profiles demanded by the organizations. According to Reference [149],
in companies where specialized employees with professional training are allowed to contribute
ideas, interesting and valuable feedback is obtained, which allows them to improve their products
and/or processes.

With respect to universities, they provide companies with adequately trained and skilled personnel
to perform tasks at different levels of the organizational structure [150]. In addition, they provide
specialized services in many different areas of scientific and technological knowledge, collaborate
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with companies in certain areas of research and development, and make available a series of patented
technologies through the acquisition of their corresponding patents [151,152]. University investment in
research and development positively affects new firm creation, which in turn fosters employment and
economic growth [153]. Furthermore, in accordance with [135], it is highly and positively correlated
with local innovative activity.

Therefore, it is possible to deduce the relevance and impact of universities on the adequate
performance of local established and new companies, since they benefit from the aforementioned
positive externalities generated by this type of institution. According to Reference [57], the success of
local food industries depends, to a large extent, on the existence of specialized institutions, know-how,
and support infrastructures. Thus, it is necessary to enhance the potential of the existing clusters and
their competitiveness, by creating and improving a specialized institutional framework which supports
the surrounding clustered firms [60], particularly providing educational programs specialized in the
main industry [154,155].

Reference [43] analyzed the underlying factors of new firm formation using the Longitudinal
Establishment and Enterprise Microdata (LEEM) and found evidence to support the hypothesis posed
by [16]. They conclude that the presence of college graduates in labor market areas (LMA) favors
new firm formation, as opposed to LMAs with a high percentage of less skilled workers. Thus, they
suggested a positive correlation between the new firm formation rate and the “size” of a region´s
knowledge base. In light of the above discussion, it could be considered that the positive externalities
generated by a greater training supply located in the industrial districts could favor entrepreneurship.
Thus, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Knowledge is positively related to entrepreneurship in food and beverage clusters.

Next, we will graphically present the relationships proposed in the hypotheses to facilitate their
comprehension (Figure 1).
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3. Methodology

3.1. Population and Sample

The research population is made up of Spanish food industry clusters. In Spain, the food and
beverage sector is the biggest industrial sector and comprises a total of 31,342 enterprises (17.4% of the
whole manufacturing industry). Specifically, it includes around 20.5% of net product sales, 18.3% of
employment, 18.0% of gross investment in material assets, and 15.5% of the Spanish industrial sector’s
added value, according to the latest Industrial Firm Survey [156].

The sample is composed of 37 food and beverage clusters located in Spain, of which 30 are
specialized in the food industry and 7 in the production of beverages (see Appendix A). According
to Reference [157], the food and beverage industry has the third highest number of clusters in Spain,
as opposed to 7 in Italy [158] and 7 in the UK [159].

3.2. Data Collection and Variables Measurement

The food and beverage industry clusters have been identified according to the Local Labor
Systems’ (LLSs) proposal of [157], who identified 806 LLSs across different economic activities in Spain.
Therefore, our task consisted of checking which of the food industry LLSs were still operative, using
the employment and population data for 2017. This led us to identify 437 municipalities in the country,
pertaining to 37 LLSs that meet the conditions to be considered as industrial districts/clusters.

The data used to test the hypotheses come mainly from secondary data sources, and we can
highlight the following: the SABI database (Sistema de Análisis de Balances Ibéricos) for data on new
firm creation; the Camerdata database to calculate the degree of company agglomeration; and for data
on institutions and knowledge, we have used various external sources (the Universia database; the
web page of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fishing, and Food; The National Registry of Associations;
among others). We will now describe how we measured the variables used in the analysis.

3.2.1. Dependent Variable

ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN A CLUSTER. Various measures of entrepreneurship have been used in
the literature. Many researchers focus on the number of startups or the rate of startups to measure
entrepreneurship [27,56]. In this study, entrepreneurship (ENTR) is measured through a coefficient of
the number of companies created in each cluster in a five-year period (2013–2017), relativized by the
total population of each cluster.

3.2.2. Independent Variables

INSTITUTIONS IN A CLUSTER (INST). The variable institutions measures the presence of
institutions in a territory (province). It is measured through a coefficient calculated by the number of
institutions that support the food industry in each province, divided by the number of food industry
companies in the same province. The institutions used to calculate this index are: technology centers,
research institutes, universities, professional training centers, business associations, and food industry
inter-professional organizations.

KNOWLEDGE IN A CLUSTER (KNOW). The variable knowledge measures the food industry
training supply provided by universities and professional training centers in a territory (province).
It is calculated through an index that uses the number of places offered on each university course
(degree, master’s, and PhD) per province and the number of places offered on vocational training
courses (basic, medium, and superior) per province, relativized by the number of inhabitants.

AGGLOMERATION IN A CLUSTER (AGGL). The variable agglomeration measures the degree
of productive specialization in each food and beverage cluster. The geographical concentration of firms
has been measured by different ways in the agglomeration literature. Some studies use the density of
establishments in each specific geographical area [30,60,95], while others use employment in a certain
industry and geographical area [160,161]. In this study, we use employment, as this indicator accounts
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for company size. The calculation is made through the following coefficient (z), which must be more
than 1.

z =

Employment in the F&B industry in the territoryi
Total employment in the territoryi

Employment in the F&B industry in Spain
Total employment in Spain

> 1 (1)

3.2.3. Control Variables

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR (SECT). Finally, various studies in the field of industrial economy have
demonstrated that company performance can be influenced by the sector [162]. Therefore, we have
included a control variable of the industrial sector (SECT). This is a dichotomous variable that takes
a value of 1 for food industry companies (section 10 of the Clasificación Nacional de Actividades
Económicas, CNAE) and a value of 0 for beverage industry companies (section 11 of the CNAE).

3.3. Analysis Technique

The analysis technique used to test the three hypotheses is multiple regression analysis. Multiple
regression is a powerful and robust statistical technique often used to test theories in various academic
disciplines, including the field of companies [163]. Given the variability in the data and to facilitate
the interpretation of the results, we have taken the variables of the logarithmic model. In this way,
the coefficients measured through the regression technique can be directly interpreted as elasticities.
This is a common practice in empirical data analysis [164].

The final multiple linear regression equation is as follows:

logENTRi = β0 + β1logAGGLi + β2logINSTi + β3logKNOWi + β4SECT1 + εi (2)

where i represents each cluster or industrial district in the sample, βi is the measured coefficient of the
model, log (ENTR) represents the logarithm of the entrepreneurship variable, log (AGGL) is the logarithm
of the agglomeration variable, log (INST) is the logarithm of the institutions variable, log (KNOW) is the
logarithm of the knowledge variable, and (SECT) is the industrial sector control variable.

The regressions were conducted using the STATA software with standard robust errors to account
for any heteroscedasticity in the sample. Compared with other software (e.g., SPSS), STATA has
the advantage of allowing the calculation of robust standard errors when performing regressions.
The regression method used was that of ordinary least squares (OLS).

4. Results

The results are presented in two parts. The first part shows the statistical results around the
differences in the entrepreneurial capacities of the sample food industry clusters. The second part
presents the results of the statistical analysis of the model used to test our hypotheses.

As mentioned earlier, we have analyzed 37 food and beverage clusters in Spain. We found a total of
185 newly created companies in Spanish food and beverage clusters from 2013 to 2017. More concretely,
there were 112 food companies (60.54%) (CNAE 10) and 73 beverage companies (39.46%) (CNAE 11).

In the first part, Figure 2 shows the percentage (and number) of newly created companies in each
cluster from the total number of companies at the end of the period (see Appendix A). Three groups
can be identified according to the new firm formation capacities in the cluster, each with different
entrepreneurial evolution patterns.
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Figure 2. New firm formation in the 37 food and beverage clusters as a percentage of total companies
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The first group includes clusters with a high rate of new firm formation, showing greater business
dynamism, which makes them more vigorous and competitive. This group is made up of nine clusters,
with two-digit percentages of new companies in the period. The second group is comprised of clusters
with new firm formation percentage rates that are positive but below two digits. This group is made
up of 23 clusters. Finally, the third group, with five clusters, includes clusters with a null new firm
formation capacity.

The second part of the results examines the factors of entrepreneurship in the clusters, and we
estimated the Equation (1) with the OLS method for 2013–2017. The results obtained from the multiple
linear regression are shown in Table 1. The goodness of fit of the model is confirmed by the value of
the coefficient of determination—R2—and the highly significant F statistic. The explanatory variables
included in the regression explain 60.91% of the variability in new firm formation.

Table 1. Results of the multiple regression analysis.

Log_ENTR β t P > |t| Hypoth. [95% Conf. Interval]

Log_AGGL 0.802*** 13.85 0.000 H1 0.688 0.916
Log_INST 0.448** 2.91 0.004 H2 0.145 0.751
Log_KNOW −0.425* −2.70 0.008 H3 −0.735 −0.114
C 0.231** 2.97 0.003 0.078 0.384
SECT −5.744*** −36.88 0.000 −6.052 −5.437

Note: * p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001.

In the first step, we analyzed the possible existence of spatial autocorrelation among the model
variables through the Durbin Watson statistics, finding evidence for its existence, as the values were
far removed from 2, meaning that the use of OLS is not optimum for the regression [165]. We then
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applied the test [166], finding heteroscedasticity after rejecting the null hypothesis. These two aspects
were corrected through the White correction [167].

We also analyzed the presence of multicollinearity among the regressors with tolerance factors
and variance inflation factors (VIF), which guarantee that the “amount by which the variance of each
regression coefficient increases in relation to a situation in which all the predictor variables are not
correlated” [168]. We found that all the VIF values are below 5.

From the analysis and validation of the model, we can see in Table 1 that the regressors are
statistically significant at 5%, except for the variable log INST, which is statistically significant at 10%.

These results support hypothesis 1, which proposed a positive relationship between the
agglomeration variable and the dependent variable—entrepreneurship—given that the coefficient is
0.802 and statistically significant. Hypothesis 2, of the positive influence of the institutions variable on
the dependent variable—entrepreneurship—is also confirmed, as the coefficient is 0.448 and statistically
significant. However, the coefficient of the knowledge variable is negative and statistically significant
at a confidence level of 90%. This leads us to reject hypothesis 3, as the influence of the knowledge
variable on entrepreneurship is negative (−0.425).

5. Conclusions

The study objectives are to offer new knowledge around the explanatory factors of the
entrepreneurial capacity of industrial clusters and to analyze the differences in entrepreneurial
capacity in the different food and beverage clusters in Spain.

The analysis of entrepreneurial capacity in these business settings reveals significant differences
among the clusters analyzed. Once again, this finding shows that, despite having some common
characteristics, clusters and industrial districts are idiosyncratic and have different evolutionary
patterns to each other. This is the case even when they share the same general geographical space
(country) and economic activity (food and beverage industry).

The results of the statistical analysis confirm that, firstly, entrepreneurship (new firm formation)
in food and beverage clusters is favored by the agglomeration of this industry. These results are
compatible with previous empirical evidence about entrepreneurship and agglomeration. Reference [4],
in their study of new firm formation in the Netherlands, confirmed that a higher regional share of
employment in a sector is beneficial for the regional relative employment from new firm formation in
the food and beverage sector. This implies that sectoral specialization is a self-enforcing process.

Secondly, institutional thickness favors entrepreneurship in food industry clusters. Specifically,
a higher presence of technological centers, research institutes, vocational training centers, entrepreneurs’
associations, and interprofessional organizations of the food and beverage industry encourages the
creation of new firms through different forms of business support. In fact, according to Reference [169],
the successful clusters or districts are increasingly associated with the presence of local networks,
based on the market and socio-institutional relationships among cluster firms.

Finally, the results with regard to available knowledge (training supply) are the opposite of what
we expected. Not only is it not possible to confirm a positive relationship between available knowledge
in the territory and entrepreneurship, but the result is negative. This indicates that more available
knowledge in the region reduces the degree of entrepreneurship. These results are in line with the
work of previous researchers [4], who found that the traditional drivers of new firm formation, such as
economic growth and agglomeration effects, have a much stronger effect on new firm formation
compared to measures of the regional knowledge base.

One of the explanations put forward for this negative relationship is that entrepreneurship in
itself does not necessarily need training. The motivations for an individual or group of individuals to
start a new business venture are more often related to personal factors, such as individual motivation,
the desire to excel, the need to take on new challenges, or the presence of greater opportunities within
the family or community, etc. Conversely, it is likely that people with a higher level of knowledge of a
certain industry (obtained through formal training) will put this knowledge at the service of already
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established companies. This would be the case for managers at various levels of decision-making
(corporative, competitive, or functional) who develop their professional careers in professionalized
companies, as well as for other figures who also need specific training, such as technicians, specialists,
etc. In effect, the district itself often acts as a focus of attraction for specialist workers from other
geographical areas who find new possibilities for their professional development there.

In summary, we can conclude that the presence of institutions and the agglomeration of companies
in the same sector are factors that help explain the creation of new companies in food and beverage
clusters. In other words, these factors can help explain the higher levels of entrepreneurship in these
business contexts. However, not only can training supply not be considered as an explanatory factor
for entrepreneurship in clusters, but according to our results it has a negative effect on the creation of
new companies.

5.1. Managerial Implications

This paper contributes by incorporating evidence from the food and beverages clusters situated
in Spain. There are some theoretical and practical implications that can be drawn from the study.
At the theoretical level, we can highlight the link between theoretical approaches, such as strategic
management, cluster, and industrial district theory and entrepreneurship. Furthermore, it is interesting
to investigate the influence of different factors on entrepreneurship in a specific socioeconomic and
institutional context, among which we can highlight local territorial agglomerations.

At the practical level, the study can help managers responsible for territorial development policies
and for entrepreneurship training, in particular in orientating the development of specific governmental
actions to foment regional entrepreneurship, as well as in raising consciousness around the importance
of certain factors in the initial entrepreneurial decision. In fact, this work encourages companies to
strengthen productive specialization as well as institutional thickness in the food and beverage districts
in Spain.

Generally, not all clusters show the same levels of entrepreneurship, even when they are operating
in relatively homogenous markets. Therefore, managers who want to start an entrepreneurial
activity should select carefully where they locate their firm, since this can limit or increase their
future development possibilities. In fact, managers usually look for locations within clusters,
while governments have made significant investments in promoting them, for example accessing
a range of existing European policies such as the Small Business Act, the Lisbon Agenda, and the
European Research Area or the Europe 2020 strategy.

5.2. Limitations and Future Research

This study has a series of limitations that must be taken into account for future lines of research.
First, the data are exclusively from the Spanish food industry, which means that the application of this
analysis to other industries could lead to different results. In fact, we consider it very interesting to be
able to compare the results obtained in the present work with other studies applied to contexts that are
similar but different, such as different geographical areas or other industry clusters in Spain.

Second, it is evident that there are other factors, both environmental (for example,
the entrepreneurial tradition of the region or specific governmental actions directed at incentivizing
entrepreneurship) and company-related factors (for example, size, the ownership structure of new
companies, or previous entrepreneurship experience), which are not included in the model and could
provide information around the type of entrepreneurship found in each cluster. To overcome these
limitations, we propose that future research analyzes the influence of some of these variables on
entrepreneurship in clusters.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Food and beverage Spanish cluster features.

Cluster ID Name Productive
Specialization Province Cluster

Population
Number

Firms
New Firm
Formation

Cluster 1 Alhama de Murcia Meat Murcia 53,230 47 0
Cluster 2 Alzira Various Valencia 178,398 95 10

Cluster 3 Bedmar y Garcíez Fruits and
vegetables Jaén 4146 13 0

Cluster 4 Calahorra Various La Rioja 38,611 70 3
Cluster 5 Cambados Fish Pontevedra 24,423 115 6
Cluster 6 Cariñena Beverages Zaragoza 7567 27 1
Cluster 7 Cenicero Beverages La Rioja 3030 43 2
Cluster 8 Estepa Other f.p. Sevilla 19,999 59 1
Cluster 9 Fregenal de la Sierra Meat Badajoz 10,363 43 1

Cluster 10 Girona Meat Girona 200,119 137 14
Cluster 11 Guijuelo Meat Salamanca 14,999 249 13
Cluster 12 Haro Beverages La Rioja 18,884 125 2
Cluster 13 Higuera la Real Meat Badajoz 39,027 39 3
Cluster 14 Jabugo Meat Huelva 3983 15 3
Cluster 15 Jijona Other f.p. Alicante 9418 47 5
Cluster 16 Jumilla Beverages Murcia 25,362 74 10

Cluster 17 La Roda de Andalucía Fruits and
vegetables Sevilla 4278 6 0

Cluster 18 Logroño Various La Rioja 211,709 549 26

Cluster 19 Lorquí Fruits and
vegetables Murcia 37,937 55 6

Cluster 20 Marcilla Fruits and
vegetables Navarra 6168 6 0

Cluster 21 Molina de Segura Fruits and
vegetables Murcia 103,128 73 8

Cluster 22 Mollerussa Meat Lleida 36,738 51 2
Cluster 23 Montilla Various Córdoba 23,365 56 2
Cluster 24 Olot Meat Girona 52,010 116 9
Cluster 25 Ólvega Meat Soria 7660 26 0
Cluster 26 Puente Genil Other f.p. Córdoba 30,072 43 4
Cluster 27 Requena Beverages Valencia 22,353 59 2
Cluster 28 Riudellots de la Selva Meat Girona 28,929 30 6
Cluster 29 Rute Other f.p. Córdoba 13,818 24 2
Cluster 30 Sant Sadurní dAnoia Beverages Barcelona 54,098 120 7
Cluster 31 Tarancón Meat Cuenca 27,116 54 1
Cluster 32 Torrijos Meat Toledo 37,065 84 8
Cluster 33 Valdepeñas Beverages Ciudad Real 32,469 59 1
Cluster 34 Vic Meat Barcelona 138,009 175 10
Cluster 35 Vilagarcía de Arousa Fish Pontevedra 71,786 98 11

Cluster 36 Villafranca Fruits and
vegetables Navarra 7329 15 1

Cluster 37 Villarejo de Salvanés Other f.p. Madrid 50,052 66 5

Total 1,647,648 2963 185

Note: Other f.p.: Other food products.
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